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Introduction
What is VirtualCameraCard (VCC)
VCC creates a sparsebundle with has a folder structure like a standard camera card.
Normally movies created on computer, maybe on an HDR etc. can't be imported partially. So you will do
your selects inside the FCPX event browser.
This can be a good workflow since in most cases you just work with a link to the original files and the size
of your event (i.e. Original Media folder) is kept small.
In case you want to convert the media the Original Media folder will grow by the full size of the converted
file even if you only need a few sections of it.
With VCC you can collect the movies you partially want to import on a sparsebundle.
FCPX will see this sparse bundle as a camera file. So it will allow to import/convert portions of the movies.
There are two ways you can create these bundles – read the workflow description below.

Basic Workflow
Launch the application and read about how a donation can be done.
Once opened the interface is more than simple.

Then drag the movies you want to collect for "partial import" to the table. Movies must be self-contained,
otherwise FCPX will show a black movie.
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Pressing the "Calculate Sparsebundle Size" will give you an idea how big the sparsebundle could be.
Selecting one or more of the files and clicking the "Clear Selection" button will remove the selected files
from the list.
Now you have the option to make a save copy of the selected files to the sparsebundle or just create an
symbolic link to the files.
Both methods do have advantages and disadvantages.
Copying the files will make a save backup of those file and all your QT metadata will be preserved. But it
takes longer to create the bundles and they will be bigger in size.
Creating symbolic links is very fast and the sparsebundle size on disk is very small. You still have the option to replace the symbolic link files with the original since the bundle size is calculated upon the sizes of
the original file. Drawback here is that you should rename or move the source file – the links won't work
any more.
One more note to symbolic links – they are not an alias file like you can create in Finder.
Pressing "cmd-S" or the "Create Virtual Camera Sparsebundle" button will create a sparsebundle file with
a camera structure after you have entered a name and location.
The virtual card will be mounted on your desktop.
Using the copy method the card will look like below.
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Using the symbolic link option a card like this will be created.

As you see you don't have the thumbnail but just a QT icon which looks like an alias file. But as said it's
not an alias file.
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If FCPX is running you have to relaunch it to become aware of the new "card".

Once FCPX is launched, choose "Import -> Media" or press "cmd-I"
Now you can select portions of the clips to import into your event.

If the movies contain QT metadata these metadata will be preserved.
There is again a little difference between copies and sym links. While the copies keep the original reel the
symbolic links use the name of the virtual card for that. Otherwise all data are the same.
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Daring Mind Workflow
This will convert a whole disk into a camera card - so make sure you don't have stored any events
or projects on this disk.
Create a little movie 1 frame long with just black or another stunning color you never use. Name it
"ZZZZZZZZZZZ" or something similar to be listed at the end of file name listings.
Use the basic workflow to create a camera card.
On the drive you want to convert create a folder like "my disk items" and move all files and folders of the
drive into this folder.
Now copy the content of the virtual camera card to the drive.
Unmount the virtual camera card and launch Final Cut Pro X. The drive will no longer be listed in the
event browser or project browser.
Once you choose the "Import -> Media" it will be listed as a camera card.
If you select this "card" each and every Final Cut Pro File will be displayed – regardless where it is located on this disk – in a flat list.
The clips behave as usual. You can only import the whole clip – even though the interface allows to set
ranges.
Here comes the trick. Temporarily move the files which should be "cam files" into the "MOVIES" folder
from the copied VCC structure.
Now after relaunching FCPX and opening the "Import" window everything looks nearly the same – but if
you switch to "Filmstrip" view and scroll up to the top you will see a slight difference. All movies you have
moved will show up before the "ZZZZZZZZZZZ" and are marked with a small "time print" on the left. This
shows that they are handled as camera files.
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Other Things
Known issues:
There are no issues found at this time,
But as always there might be unknown issues.

System Requirements
Apple Intel (the faster the better).
4 G RAM (more = better), enough space for virtual memory
MacOS X 10.6 +

Fine print
As always use the app on your own risk. I'm not responsible for any damages that might happen.
Support is based on a 'I've spare time this moment', so you may have to wait for a few days to get a response. But I'll do my best.
Download VCC for MacOS 10.5 + here
The app is free though you might think about a donation to my PayPal account (kiel@spherico.com)

For further information contact:
Andreas Kiel
Nelkenstr. 25, D-76135 Karlsruhe
Phone: +49 721 597 846 16
eMail: kiel@spherico.com
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